
‘Argh. Bees!’ I said, waving my arms as two buzzed 
around me. ‘They’ll sting me.’

Gran and Pa were surprised.



Leg by spindly leg the bee stepped across the flower, losing 
a clump of pollen along the way.

‘When they buzz off to the next flower they drop some 
pollen on the new flower. Then, that pollen can fertilise the 
flower,’ Pa explained.



‘Can other things pollinate plants?’ I asked.

‘Yes,’ replied Gran. ‘Insects like ants and moths also 
help pollinate,’ she added.



‘And some pollinators are attracted by smell. It’s not only 
people who like the smell of this lavender. It’s attractive 
to bees too,’ added Pa.



‘... but some we only see in the dark.’

That night we sat on the porch and watched the moon glow. 
Soon a blossom bat arrived, hovering in front of Gran’s 
bottlebrush tree. It poked out its long brush-tipped tongue.



‘There. Some pollen is sticking to its face. When it 
gathers more nectar from another blossom ...’ Gran said 
in hushed tones.

‘... it will leave behind pollen, just like the bat does.’
I whispered, smiling.

‘They have carried the pollen, and now the banksia and 
bottlebrush can form seeds from the fertilised flowers,’ 
Gran added.



‘Windy pollen days make me sneeze,’ I giggled.



Pa smiled. ‘This cotton came from a plant that was 
pollinated by insects,’ he said, straightening my crooked 
t-shirt. ‘So even some of your clothes need pollination!’



‘What about the colourful plants on our balcony at home? 
They must help pollination too?’ I asked.

Gran and Pa smiled, as they gave me a present from their 
garden to take home.



I saw ants crawl up the stem and into a flower bud. I watched a 
beetle walk across a daisy. A moth landed on my lavender as a 
garden skink dashed from plant to plant. All of them were busy 
pollinating as they roamed.


